BOOKS PROMOTION @ ATTIC LIBRARY

CW: ‘A’ Floor, 9am–1pm, 4th Floor Lift Lobby, 10am-1pm
ACJC: Candeck, 11.30am-12.30pm

When Homosexuality Hits Home
WHAT TO DO WHEN A LOVED ONE SAYS, "I'M GAY"
Joe Dallas

THE GAY GOSPEL?
How Pro-Gay Advocates Misread the Bible
Joe Dallas

The Complete Christian Guide to Understanding Homosexuality
A BIBLICAL AND COMPASSIONATE RESPONSE TO SAME-SEX ATTRACTION
JOE DALLAS
NANCY HECHER
GENERAL EDITORS

Understanding Homosexuality

• Is a gay Christian or lesbian Christian a Christian?
• What should I do when my child is homosexual?
• How do I reach out to my homosexual friends?